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Abstract

This document is part of a family of documents that describe the DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC). The DNS Security Extensions are a collection of new resource records and protocol modifications that add data origin authentication and data integrity to the DNS. This document describes the DNSSEC protocol modifications. This document defines the concept of a signed zone, along with the requirements for serving and resolving by using DNSSEC. These techniques allow a security-aware resolver to authenticate both DNS resource records and authoritative DNS error indications.

This document obsoletes RFC 2535 and incorporates changes from all updates to RFC 2535.
1. Introduction

The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) are a collection of new resource records and protocol modifications that add data origin authentication and data integrity to the DNS. This document defines the DNSSEC protocol modifications. Section 2 of this document defines the concept of a signed zone and lists the requirements for zone signing. Section 3 describes the modifications to authoritative name server behavior necessary for handling signed zones. Section 4 describes the behavior of entities that include security-aware resolver functions. Finally, Section 5 defines how to use DNSSEC RRs to authenticate a response.
1.1. Background and Related Documents

This document is part of a family of documents defining DNSSEC that should be read together as a set.

[RFC4033] contains an introduction to DNSSEC and definitions of common terms; the reader is assumed to be familiar with this document. [RFC4033] also contains a list of other documents updated by and obsoleted by this document set.

[RFC4034] defines the DNSSEC resource records.

The reader is also assumed to be familiar with the basic DNS concepts described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], and the subsequent documents that update them; particularly, [RFC2181] and [RFC2308].

This document defines the DNSSEC protocol operations.

1.2. Reserved Words

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. Zone Signing

DNSSEC introduces the concept of signed zones. A signed zone includes DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), Resource Record Signature (RRSIG), Next Secure (NSEC), and (optionally) Delegation Signer (DS) records according to the rules specified in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. A zone that does not include these records according to the rules in this section is an unsigned zone.

DNSSEC requires a change to the definition of the CNAME resource record ([RFC1035]). Section 2.5 changes the CNAME RR to allow RRSIG and NSEC RRs to appear at the same owner name as does a CNAME RR.

DNSSEC specifies the placement of two new RR types, NSEC and DS, which can be placed at the parental side of a zone cut (that is, at a delegation point). This is an exception to the general prohibition against putting data in the parent zone at a zone cut. Section 2.6 describes this change.
2.1. Including DNSKEY RRs in a Zone

To sign a zone, the zone’s administrator generates one or more public/private key pairs and uses the private key(s) to sign authoritative RRsets in the zone. For each private key used to create RRSIG RRs in a zone, the zone SHOULD include a zone DNSKEY RR containing the corresponding public key. A zone key DNSKEY RR MUST have the Zone Key bit of the flags RDATA field set (see Section 2.1.1 of [RFC4034]). Public keys associated with other DNS operations MAY be stored in DNSKEY RRs that are not marked as zone keys but MUST NOT be used to verify RRSIGs.

If the zone administrator intends a signed zone to be usable other than as an island of security, the zone apex MUST contain at least one DNSKEY RR to act as a secure entry point into the zone. This secure entry point could then be used as the target of a secure delegation via a corresponding DS RR in the parent zone (see [RFC4034]).

2.2. Including RRSIG RRs in a Zone

For each authoritative RRset in a signed zone, there MUST be at least one RRSIG record that meets the following requirements:

- The RRSIG owner name is equal to the RRset owner name.
- The RRSIG class is equal to the RRset class.
- The RRSIG Type Covered field is equal to the RRset type.
- The RRSIG Original TTL field is equal to the TTL of the RRset.
- The RRSIG RR’s TTL is equal to the TTL of the RRset.
- The RRSIG Labels field is equal to the number of labels in the RRset owner name, not counting the null root label and not counting the leftmost label if it is a wildcard.
- The RRSIG Signer’s Name field is equal to the name of the zone containing the RRset.
- The RRSIG Algorithm, Signer’s Name, and Key Tag fields identify a zone key DNSKEY record at the zone apex.

The process for constructing the RRSIG RR for a given RRset is described in [RFC4034]. An RRset MAY have multiple RRSIG RRs associated with it. Note that as RRSIG RRs are closely tied to the RRsets whose signatures they contain, RRSIG RRs, unlike all other DNS
RR types, do not form RRsets. In particular, the TTL values among
RRSIG RRs with a common owner name do not follow the RRset rules
described in [RFC2181].

An RRSIG RR itself MUST NOT be signed, as signing an RRSIG RR would
add no value and would create an infinite loop in the signing
process.

The NS RRset that appears at the zone apex name MUST be signed, but
the NS RRsets that appear at delegation points (that is, the NS
RRsets in the parent zone that delegate the name to the child zone’s
name servers) MUST NOT be signed. Glue address RRsets associated
with delegations MUST NOT be signed.

There MUST be an RRSIG for each RRset using at least one DNSKEY of
each algorithm in the zone apex DNSKEY RRset. The apex DNSKEY RRset
itself MUST be signed by each algorithm appearing in the DS RRset
located at the delegating parent (if any).

2.3. Including NSEC RRs in a Zone

Each owner name in the zone that has authoritative data or a
delegation point NS RRset MUST have an NSEC resource record. The
format of NSEC RRs and the process for constructing the NSEC RR for a
given name is described in [RFC4034].

The TTL value for any NSEC RR SHOULD be the same as the minimum TTL
value field in the zone SOA RR.

An NSEC record (and its associated RRSIG RRset) MUST NOT be the only
RRset at any particular owner name. That is, the signing process
MUST NOT create NSEC or RRSIG RRs for owner name nodes that were not
the owner name of any RRset before the zone was signed. The main
reasons for this are a desire for namespace consistency between
signed and unsigned versions of the same zone and a desire to reduce
the risk of response inconsistency in security oblivious recursive
name servers.

The type bitmap of every NSEC resource record in a signed zone MUST
indicate the presence of both the NSEC record itself and its
corresponding RRSIG record.

The difference between the set of owner names that require RRSIG
records and the set of owner names that require NSEC records is
subtle and worth highlighting. RRSIG records are present at the
owner names of all authoritative RRsets. NSEC records are present at
the owner names of all names for which the signed zone is
authoritative and also at the owner names of delegations from the
signed zone to its children. Neither NSEC nor RRSIG records are present (in the parent zone) at the owner names of glue address RRsets. Note, however, that this distinction is for the most part visible only during the zone signing process, as NSEC RRsets are authoritative data and are therefore signed. Thus, any owner name that has an NSEC RRset will have RRSIG RRs as well in the signed zone.

The bitmap for the NSEC RR at a delegation point requires special attention. Bits corresponding to the delegation NS RRset and any RRsets for which the parent zone has authoritative data MUST be set; bits corresponding to any non-NS RRset for which the parent is not authoritative MUST be clear.

2.4. Including DS RRs in a Zone

The DS resource record establishes authentication chains between DNS zones. A DS RRset SHOULD be present at a delegation point when the child zone is signed. The DS RRset MAY contain multiple records, each referencing a public key in the child zone used to verify the RRSIGs in that zone. All DS RRsets in a zone MUST be signed, and DS RRsets MUST NOT appear at a zone’s apex.

A DS RR SHOULD point to a DNSKEY RR that is present in the child’s apex DNSKEY RRset, and the child’s apex DNSKEY RRset SHOULD be signed by the corresponding private key. DS RRs that fail to meet these conditions are not useful for validation, but because the DS RR and its corresponding DNSKEY RR are in different zones, and because the DNS is only loosely consistent, temporary mismatches can occur.

The TTL of a DS RRset SHOULD match the TTL of the delegating NS RRset (that is, the NS RRset from the same zone containing the DS RRset).

Construction of a DS RR requires knowledge of the corresponding DNSKEY RR in the child zone, which implies communication between the child and parent zones. This communication is an operational matter not covered by this document.

2.5. Changes to the CNAME Resource Record

If a CNAME RRset is present at a name in a signed zone, appropriate RRSIG and NSEC RRsets are REQUIRED at that name. A KEY RRset at that name for secure dynamic update purposes is also allowed ([RFC3007]). Other types MUST NOT be present at that name.

This is a modification to the original CNAME definition given in [RFC1034]. The original definition of the CNAME RR did not allow any other types to coexist with a CNAME record, but a signed zone...
requires NSEC and RRSIG RRs for every authoritative name. To resolve this conflict, this specification modifies the definition of the CNAME resource record to allow it to coexist with NSEC and RRSIG RRs.

2.6. DNSSEC RR Types Appearing at Zone Cuts

DNSSEC introduced two new RR types that are unusual in that they can appear at the parental side of a zone cut. At the parental side of a zone cut (that is, at a delegation point), NSEC RRs are REQUIRED at the owner name. A DS RR could also be present if the zone being delegated is signed and seeks to have a chain of authentication to the parent zone. This is an exception to the original DNS specification ([RFC1034]), which states that only NS RRsets could appear at the parental side of a zone cut.

This specification updates the original DNS specification to allow NSEC and DS RR types at the parent side of a zone cut. These RRsets are authoritative for the parent when they appear at the parent side of a zone cut.

2.7. Example of a Secure Zone

Appendix A shows a complete example of a small signed zone.

3. Serving

This section describes the behavior of entities that include security-aware name server functions. In many cases such functions will be part of a security-aware recursive name server, but a security-aware authoritative name server has some of the same requirements. Functions specific to security-aware recursive name servers are described in Section 3.2; functions specific to authoritative servers are described in Section 3.1.

In the following discussion, the terms "SNAME", "SCLASS", and "STYPE" are as used in [RFC1034].

A security-aware name server MUST support the EDNS0 ([RFC2671]) message size extension, MUST support a message size of at least 1220 octets, and SHOULD support a message size of 4000 octets. As IPv6 packets can only be fragmented by the source host, a security aware name server SHOULD take steps to ensure that UDP datagrams it transmits over IPv6 are fragmented, if necessary, at the minimum IPv6 MTU, unless the path MTU is known. Please see [RFC1122], [RFC2460], and [RFC3226] for further discussion of packet size and fragmentation issues.
A security-aware name server that receives a DNS query that does not include the EDNS OPT pseudo-RR or that has the DO bit clear MUST treat the RRSIG, DNSKEY, and NSEC RRs as it would any other RRset and MUST NOT perform any of the additional processing described below. Because the DS RR type has the peculiar property of only existing in the parent zone at delegation points, DS RRs always require some special processing, as described in Section 3.1.4.1.

Security aware name servers that receive explicit queries for security RR types that match the content of more than one zone that it serves (for example, NSEC and RRSIG RRs above and below a delegation point where the server is authoritative for both zones) should behave self-consistently. As long as the response is always consistent for each query to the name server, the name server MAY return one of the following:

- The above-delegation RRsets.
- The below-delegation RRsets.
- Both above and below-delegation RRsets.
- Empty answer section (no records).
- Some other response.
- An error.

DNSSEC allocates two new bits in the DNS message header: the CD (Checking Disabled) bit and the AD (Authentic Data) bit. The CD bit is controlled by resolvers; a security-aware name server MUST copy the CD bit from a query into the corresponding response. The AD bit is controlled by name servers; a security-aware name server MUST ignore the setting of the AD bit in queries. See Sections 3.1.6, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 4, and 4.9 for details on the behavior of these bits.

A security aware name server that synthesizes CNAME RRs from DNAME RRs as described in [RFC2672] SHOULD NOT generate signatures for the synthesized CNAME RRs.

3.1. Authoritative Name Servers

Upon receiving a relevant query that has the EDNS ([RFC2671]) OPT pseudo-RR DO bit ([RFC3225]) set, a security-aware authoritative name server for a signed zone MUST include additional RRSIG, NSEC, and DS RRs, according to the following rules:

- RRSIG RRs that can be used to authenticate a response MUST be included in the response according to the rules in Section 3.1.1.
o NSEC RRs that can be used to provide authenticated denial of existence MUST be included in the response automatically according to the rules in Section 3.1.3.

o Either a DS RRset or an NSEC RR proving that no DS RRs exist MUST be included in referrals automatically according to the rules in Section 3.1.4.

These rules only apply to responses where the semantics convey information about the presence or absence of resource records. That is, these rules are not intended to rule out responses such as RCODE 4 ("Not Implemented") or RCODE 5 ("Refused").

DNSSEC does not change the DNS zone transfer protocol. Section 3.1.5 discusses zone transfer requirements.

3.1.1. Including RRSIG RRs in a Response

When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware authoritative name server SHOULD attempt to send RRSIG RRs that a security-aware resolver can use to authenticate the RRsets in the response. A name server SHOULD make every attempt to keep the RRset and its associated RRSIG(s) together in a response. Inclusion of RRSIG RRs in a response is subject to the following rules:

o When placing a signed RRset in the Answer section, the name server MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Answer section. The RRSIG RRs have a higher priority for inclusion than any other RRsets that may have to be included. If space does not permit inclusion of these RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit.

o When placing a signed RRset in the Authority section, the name server MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Authority section. The RRSIG RRs have a higher priority for inclusion than any other RRsets that may have to be included. If space does not permit inclusion of these RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit.

o When placing a signed RRset in the Additional section, the name server MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Additional section. If space does not permit inclusion of both the RRset and its associated RRSIG RRs, the name server MAY retain the RRset while dropping the RRSIG RRs. If this happens, the name server MUST NOT set the TC bit solely because these RRSIG RRs didn’t fit.
3.1.2. Including DNSKEY RRs in a Response

When responding to a query that has the DO bit set and that requests the SOA or NS RRs at the apex of a signed zone, a security-aware authoritative name server for that zone MAY return the zone apex DNSKEY RRset in the Additional section. In this situation, the DNSKEY RRset and associated RRSIG RRs have lower priority than does any other information that would be placed in the additional section. The name server SHOULD NOT include the DNSKEY RRset unless there is enough space in the response message for both the DNSKEY RRset and its associated RRSIG RR(s). If there is not enough space to include these DNSKEY and RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST omit them and MUST NOT set the TC bit solely because these RRs didn’t fit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.3. Including NSEC RRs in a Response

When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware authoritative name server for a signed zone MUST include NSEC RRs in each of the following cases:

- **No Data:** The zone contains RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS> but does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE>.

- **Name Error:** The zone does not contain any RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS> either exactly or via wildcard name expansion.

- **Wildcard Answer:** The zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS> but does contain an RRset that matches <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> via wildcard name expansion.

- **Wildcard No Data:** The zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS> and does contain one or more RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard name expansion, but does not contain any RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> via wildcard name expansion.

In each of these cases, the name server includes NSEC RRs in the response to prove that an exact match for <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> was not present in the zone and that the response that the name server is returning is correct given the data in the zone.
3.1.3.1. Including NSEC RRs: No Data Response

If the zone contains RRsets matching <SNAME, SCLASS> but contains no RRset matching <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE>, then the name server MUST include the NSEC RR for <SNAME, SCLASS> along with its associated RRSIG RR(s) in the Authority section of the response (see Section 3.1.1). If space does not permit inclusion of the NSEC RR or its associated RRSIG RR(s), the name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

Since the search name exists, wildcard name expansion does not apply to this query, and a single signed NSEC RR suffices to prove that the requested RR type does not exist.

3.1.3.2. Including NSEC RRs: Name Error Response

If the zone does not contain any RRsets matching <SNAME, SCLASS> either exactly or via wildcard name expansion, then the name server MUST include the following NSEC RRs in the Authority section, along with their associated RRSIG RRs:

- An NSEC RR proving that there is no exact match for <SNAME, SCLASS>.
- An NSEC RR proving that the zone contains no RRsets that would match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard name expansion.

In some cases, a single NSEC RR may prove both of these points. If it does, the name server SHOULD only include the NSEC RR and its RRSIG RR(s) once in the Authority section.

If space does not permit inclusion of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

The owner names of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs are not subject to wildcard name expansion when these RRs are included in the Authority section of the response.

Note that this form of response includes cases in which SNAME corresponds to an empty non-terminal name within the zone (a name that is not the owner name for any RRset but that is the parent name of one or more RRsets).

3.1.3.3. Including NSEC RRs: Wildcard Answer Response

If the zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS> but does contain an RRset that matches <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> via wildcard name expansion, the name server MUST include the
wildcard-expanded answer and the corresponding wildcard-expanded RRSIG RRs in the Answer section and MUST include in the Authority section an NSEC RR and associated RRSIG RR(s) proving that the zone does not contain a closer match for <SNAME, SCLASS>. If space does not permit inclusion of the answer, NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.3.4. Including NSEC RRs: Wildcard No Data Response

This case is a combination of the previous cases. The zone does not contain an exact match for <SNAME, SCLASS>, and although the zone does contain RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard expansion, none of those RRsets matches STYPE. The name server MUST include the following NSEC RRs in the Authority section, along with their associated RRSIG RRs:

- An NSEC RR proving that there are no RRsets matching STYPE at the wildcard owner name that matched <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard expansion.

- An NSEC RR proving that there are no RRsets in the zone that would have been a closer match for <SNAME, SCLASS>.

In some cases, a single NSEC RR may prove both of these points. If it does, the name server SHOULD only include the NSEC RR and its RRSIG RR(s) once in the Authority section.

The owner names of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs are not subject to wildcard name expansion when these RRs are included in the Authority section of the response.

If space does not permit inclusion of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.3.5. Finding the Right NSEC RRs

As explained above, there are several situations in which a security-aware authoritative name server has to locate an NSEC RR that proves that no RRsets matching a particular SNAME exist. Locating such an NSEC RR within an authoritative zone is relatively simple, at least in concept. The following discussion assumes that the name server is authoritative for the zone that would have held the non-existent RRsets matching SNAME. The algorithm below is written for clarity, not for efficiency.

To find the NSEC that proves that no RRsets matching name N exist in the zone Z that would have held them, construct a sequence, S, consisting of the owner names of every RRset in Z, sorted into
canonical order ([RFC4034]), with no duplicate names. Find the name M that would have immediately preceded N in S if any RRsets with owner name N had existed. M is the owner name of the NSEC RR that proves that no RRsets exist with owner name N.

The algorithm for finding the NSEC RR that proves that a given name is not covered by any applicable wildcard is similar but requires an extra step. More precisely, the algorithm for finding the NSEC proving that no RRsets exist with the applicable wildcard name is precisely the same as the algorithm for finding the NSEC RR that proves that RRsets with any other owner name do not exist. The part that’s missing is a method of determining the name of the non-existent applicable wildcard. In practice, this is easy, because the authoritative name server has already checked for the presence of precisely this wildcard name as part of step (1)(c) of the normal lookup algorithm described in Section 4.3.2 of [RFC1034].

3.1.4. Including DS RRs in a Response

When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware authoritative name server returning a referral includes DNSSEC data along with the NS RRset.

If a DS RRset is present at the delegation point, the name server MUST return both the DS RRset and its associated RRSIG RR(s) in the Authority section along with the NS RRset.

If no DS RRset is present at the delegation point, the name server MUST return both the NSEC RR that proves that the DS RRset is not present and the NSEC RR’s associated RRSIG RR(s) along with the NS RRset. The name server MUST place the NS RRset before the NSEC RRset and its associated RRSIG RR(s).

Including these DS, NSEC, and RRSIG RRs increases the size of referral messages and may cause some or all glue RRs to be omitted. If space does not permit inclusion of the DS or NSEC RRset and associated RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.4.1. Responding to Queries for DS RRs

The DS resource record type is unusual in that it appears only on the parent zone’s side of a zone cut. For example, the DS RRset for the delegation of "foo.example" is stored in the "example" zone rather than in the "foo.example" zone. This requires special processing rules for both name servers and resolvers, as the name server for the child zone is authoritative for the name at the zone cut by the normal DNS rules but the child zone does not contain the DS RRset.
A security-aware resolver sends queries to the parent zone when looking for a needed DS RR at a delegation point (see Section 4.2). However, special rules are necessary to avoid confusing security-oblivious resolvers which might become involved in processing such a query (for example, in a network configuration that forces a security-aware resolver to channel its queries through a security-oblivious recursive name server). The rest of this section describes how a security-aware name server processes DS queries in order to avoid this problem.

The need for special processing by a security-aware name server only arises when all the following conditions are met:

- The name server has received a query for the DS RRset at a zone cut.
- The name server is authoritative for the child zone.
- The name server is not authoritative for the parent zone.
- The name server does not offer recursion.

In all other cases, the name server either has some way of obtaining the DS RRset or could not have been expected to have the DS RRset even by the pre-DNSSEC processing rules, so the name server can return either the DS RRset or an error response according to the normal processing rules.

If all the above conditions are met, however, the name server is authoritative for SNAME but cannot supply the requested RRset. In this case, the name server MUST return an authoritative "no data" response showing that the DS RRset does not exist in the child zone’s apex. See Appendix B.8 for an example of such a response.

3.1.5. Responding to Queries for Type AXFR or IXFR

DNSSEC does not change the DNS zone transfer process. A signed zone will contain RRSIG, DNSKEY, NSEC, and DS resource records, but these records have no special meaning with respect to a zone transfer operation.

An authoritative name server is not required to verify that a zone is properly signed before sending or accepting a zone transfer. However, an authoritative name server MAY choose to reject the entire zone transfer if the zone fails to meet any of the signing requirements described in Section 2. The primary objective of a zone transfer is to ensure that all authoritative name servers have identical copies of the zone. An authoritative name server that
chooses to perform its own zone validation MUST NOT selectively reject some RRs and accept others.

DS RRsets appear only on the parental side of a zone cut and are authoritative data in the parent zone. As with any other authoritative RRset, the DS RRset MUST be included in zone transfers of the zone in which the RRset is authoritative data. In the case of the DS RRset, this is the parent zone.

NSEC RRs appear in both the parent and child zones at a zone cut and are authoritative data in both the parent and child zones. The parental and child NSEC RRs at a zone cut are never identical to each other, as the NSEC RR in the child zone’s apex will always indicate the presence of the child zone’s SOA RR whereas the parental NSEC RR at the zone cut will never indicate the presence of an SOA RR. As with any other authoritative RRs, NSEC RRs MUST be included in zone transfers of the zone in which they are authoritative data. The parental NSEC RR at a zone cut MUST be included in zone transfers of the parent zone, and the NSEC at the zone apex of the child zone MUST be included in zone transfers of the child zone.

RRSIG RRs appear in both the parent and child zones at a zone cut and are authoritative in whichever zone contains the authoritative RRset for which the RRSIG RR provides the signature. That is, the RRSIG RR for a DS RRset or a parental NSEC RR at a zone cut will be authoritative in the parent zone, and the RRSIG for any RRset in the child zone’s apex will be authoritative in the child zone. Parental and child RRSIG RRs at a zone cut will never be identical to each other, as the Signer’s Name field of an RRSIG RR in the child zone’s apex will indicate a DNSKEY RR in the child zone’s apex whereas the same field of a parental RRSIG RR at the zone cut will indicate a DNSKEY RR in the parent zone’s apex. As with any other authoritative RRs, RRSIG RRs MUST be included in zone transfers of the zone in which they are authoritative data.

3.1.6. The AD and CD Bits in an Authoritative Response

The CD and AD bits are designed for use in communication between security-aware resolvers and security-aware recursive name servers. These bits are for the most part not relevant to query processing by security-aware authoritative name servers.

A security-aware name server does not perform signature validation for authoritative data during query processing, even when the CD bit is clear. A security-aware name server SHOULD clear the CD bit when composing an authoritative response.
A security-aware name server MUST NOT set the AD bit in a response unless the name server considers all RRsets in the Answer and Authority sections of the response to be authentic. A security-aware name server’s local policy MAY consider data from an authoritative zone to be authentic without further validation. However, the name server MUST NOT do so unless the name server obtained the authoritative zone via secure means (such as a secure zone transfer mechanism) and MUST NOT do so unless this behavior has been configured explicitly.

A security-aware name server that supports recursion MUST follow the rules for the CD and AD bits given in Section 3.2 when generating a response that involves data obtained via recursion.

3.2. Recursive Name Servers

As explained in [RFC4033], a security-aware recursive name server is an entity that acts in both the security-aware name server and security-aware resolver roles. This section uses the terms "name server side" and "resolver side" to refer to the code within a security-aware recursive name server that implements the security-aware name server role and the code that implements the security-aware resolver role, respectively.

The resolver side follows the usual rules for caching and negative caching that would apply to any security-aware resolver.

3.2.1. The DO Bit

The resolver side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST set the DO bit when sending requests, regardless of the state of the DO bit in the initiating request received by the name server side. If the DO bit in an initiating query is not set, the name server side MUST strip any authenticating DNSSEC RRs from the response but MUST NOT strip any DNSSEC RR types that the initiating query explicitly requested.

3.2.2. The CD Bit

The CD bit exists in order to allow a security-aware resolver to disable signature validation in a security-aware name server’s processing of a particular query.

The name server side MUST copy the setting of the CD bit from a query to the corresponding response.

The name server side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST pass the state of the CD bit to the resolver side along with the rest
of an initiating query, so that the resolver side will know whether it is required to verify the response data it returns to the name server side. If the CD bit is set, it indicates that the originating resolver is willing to perform whatever authentication its local policy requires. Thus, the resolver side of the recursive name server need not perform authentication on the RRsets in the response. When the CD bit is set, the recursive name server SHOULD, if possible, return the requested data to the originating resolver, even if the recursive name server’s local authentication policy would reject the records in question. That is, by setting the CD bit, the originating resolver has indicated that it takes responsibility for performing its own authentication, and the recursive name server should not interfere.

If the resolver side implements a BAD cache (see Section 4.7) and the name server side receives a query that matches an entry in the resolver side’s BAD cache, the name server side’s response depends on the state of the CD bit in the original query. If the CD bit is set, the name server side SHOULD return the data from the BAD cache; if the CD bit is not set, the name server side MUST return RCODE 2 (server failure).

The intent of the above rule is to provide the raw data to clients that are capable of performing their own signature verification checks while protecting clients that depend on the resolver side of a security-aware recursive name server to perform such checks. Several of the possible reasons why signature validation might fail involve conditions that may not apply equally to the recursive name server and the client that invoked it. For example, the recursive name server’s clock may be set incorrectly, or the client may have knowledge of a relevant island of security that the recursive name server does not share. In such cases, "protection" a client that is capable of performing its own signature validation from ever seeing the "bad" data does not help the client.

3.2.3. The AD Bit

The name server side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST NOT set the AD bit in a response unless the name server considers all RRsets in the Answer and Authority sections of the response to be authentic. The name server side SHOULD set the AD bit if and only if the resolver side considers all RRsets in the Answer section and any relevant negative response RRs in the Authority section to be authentic. The resolver side MUST follow the procedure described in Section 5 to determine whether the RRs in question are authentic. However, for backward compatibility, a recursive name server MAY set the AD bit when a response includes unsigned CNAME RRs if those CNAME
RRs demonstrably could have been synthesized from an authentic DNAME RR that is also included in the response according to the synthesis rules described in [RFC2672].

3.3. Example DNSSEC Responses

See Appendix B for example response packets.

4. Resolving

This section describes the behavior of entities that include security-aware resolver functions. In many cases such functions will be part of a security-aware recursive name server, but a stand-alone security-aware resolver has many of the same requirements. Functions specific to security-aware recursive name servers are described in Section 3.2.

4.1. EDNS Support

A security-aware resolver MUST include an EDNS ([RFC2671]) OPT pseudo-RR with the DO ([RFC3225]) bit set when sending queries.

A security-aware resolver MUST support a message size of at least 1220 octets, SHOULD support a message size of 4000 octets, and MUST use the "sender’s UDP payload size" field in the EDNS OPT pseudo-RR to advertise the message size that it is willing to accept. A security-aware resolver’s IP layer MUST handle fragmented UDP packets correctly regardless of whether any such fragmented packets were received via IPv4 or IPv6. Please see [RFC1122], [RFC2460], and [RFC3226] for discussion of these requirements.

4.2. Signature Verification Support

A security-aware resolver MUST support the signature verification mechanisms described in Section 5 and SHOULD apply them to every received response, except when:

- the security-aware resolver is part of a security-aware recursive name server, and the response is the result of recursion on behalf of a query received with the CD bit set;

- the response is the result of a query generated directly via some form of application interface that instructed the security-aware resolver not to perform validation for this query; or

- validation for this query has been disabled by local policy.
A security-aware resolver’s support for signature verification MUST include support for verification of wildcard owner names.

Security-aware resolvers MAY query for missing security RRs in an attempt to perform validation; implementations that choose to do so must be aware that the answers received may not be sufficient to validate the original response. For example, a zone update may have changed (or deleted) the desired information between the original and follow-up queries.

When attempting to retrieve missing NSEC RRs that reside on the parental side at a zone cut, a security-aware iterative-mode resolver MUST query the name servers for the parent zone, not the child zone.

When attempting to retrieve a missing DS, a security-aware iterative-mode resolver MUST query the name servers for the parent zone, not the child zone. As explained in Section 3.1.4.1, security-aware name servers need to apply special processing rules to handle the DS RR, and in some situations the resolver may also need to apply special rules to locate the name servers for the parent zone if the resolver does not already have the parent’s NS RRset. To locate the parent NS RRset, the resolver can start with the delegation name, strip off the leftmost label, and query for an NS RRset by that name. If no NS RRset is present at that name, the resolver then strips off the leftmost remaining label and retries the query for that name, repeating this process of walking up the tree until it either finds the NS RRset or runs out of labels.

4.3. Determining Security Status of Data

A security-aware resolver MUST be able to determine whether it should expect a particular RRset to be signed. More precisely, a security-aware resolver must be able to distinguish between four cases:

Secure: An RRset for which the resolver is able to build a chain of signed DNSKEY and DS RRs from a trusted security anchor to the RRset. In this case, the RRset should be signed and is subject to signature validation, as described above.

Insecure: An RRset for which the resolver knows that it has no chain of signed DNSKEY and DS RRs from any trusted starting point to the RRset. This can occur when the target RRset lies in an unsigned zone or in a descendant of an unsigned zone. In this case, the RRset may or may not be signed, but the resolver will not be able to verify the signature.
Bogus: An RRset for which the resolver believes that it ought to be
able to establish a chain of trust but for which it is unable to
do so, either due to signatures that for some reason fail to
validate or due to missing data that the relevant DNSSEC RRs
indicate should be present. This case may indicate an attack but
may also indicate a configuration error or some form of data
corruption.

Indeterminate: An RRset for which the resolver is not able to
determine whether the RRset should be signed, as the resolver is
not able to obtain the necessary DNSSEC RRs. This can occur when
the security-aware resolver is not able to contact security-aware
name servers for the relevant zones.

4.4. Configured Trust Anchors

A security-aware resolver MUST be capable of being configured with at
least one trusted public key or DS RR and SHOULD be capable of being
configured with multiple trusted public keys or DS RRs. Since a
security-aware resolver will not be able to validate signatures
without such a configured trust anchor, the resolver SHOULD have some
reasonably robust mechanism for obtaining such keys when it boots;
examples of such a mechanism would be some form of non-volatile
storage (such as a disk drive) or some form of trusted local network
configuration mechanism.

Note that trust anchors also cover key material that is updated in a
secure manner. This secure manner could be through physical media, a
key exchange protocol, or some other out-of-band means.

4.5. Response Caching

A security-aware resolver SHOULD cache each response as a single
atomic entry containing the entire answer, including the named RRset
and any associated DNSSEC RRs. The resolver SHOULD discard the
entire atomic entry when any of the RRs contained in it expire. In
most cases the appropriate cache index for the atomic entry will be
the triple <QNAME, QTYPE, QCLASS>, but in cases such as the response
form described in Section 3.1.3.2 the appropriate cache index will be
the double <QNAME,QCLASS>.

The reason for these recommendations is that, between the initial
query and the expiration of the data from the cache, the
authoritative data might have been changed (for example, via dynamic
update).
There are two situations for which this is relevant:

1. By using the RRSIG record, it is possible to deduce that an answer was synthesized from a wildcard. A security-aware recursive name server could store this wildcard data and use it to generate positive responses to queries other than the name for which the original answer was first received.

2. NSEC RRs received to prove the non-existence of a name could be reused by a security-aware resolver to prove the non-existence of any name in the name range it spans.

In theory, a resolver could use wildcards or NSEC RRs to generate positive and negative responses (respectively) until the TTL or signatures on the records in question expire. However, it seems prudent for resolvers to avoid blocking new authoritative data or synthesizing new data on their own. Resolvers that follow this recommendation will have a more consistent view of the namespace.

4.6. Handling of the CD and AD Bits

A security-aware resolver MAY set a query’s CD bit in order to indicate that the resolver takes responsibility for performing whatever authentication its local policy requires on the RRsets in the response. See Section 3.2 for the effect this bit has on the behavior of security-aware recursive name servers.

A security-aware resolver MUST clear the AD bit when composing query messages to protect against buggy name servers that blindly copy header bits that they do not understand from the query message to the response message.

A resolver MUST disregard the meaning of the CD and AD bits in a response unless the response was obtained by using a secure channel or the resolver was specifically configured to regard the message header bits without using a secure channel.

4.7. Caching BAD Data

While many validation errors will be transient, some are likely to be more persistent, such as those caused by administrative error (failure to re-sign a zone, clock skew, and so forth). Since requerying will not help in these cases, validating resolvers might generate a significant amount of unnecessary DNS traffic as a result of repeated queries for RRsets with persistent validation failures.

To prevent such unnecessary DNS traffic, security-aware resolvers MAY cache data with invalid signatures, with some restrictions.
Conceptually, caching such data is similar to negative caching ([RFC2308]), except that instead of caching a valid negative response, the resolver is caching the fact that a particular answer failed to validate. This document refers to a cache of data with invalid signatures as a "BAD cache".

Resolvers that implement a BAD cache MUST take steps to prevent the cache from being useful as a denial-of-service attack amplifier, particularly the following:

- Since RRsets that fail to validate do not have trustworthy TTLs, the implementation MUST assign a TTL. This TTL SHOULD be small, in order to mitigate the effect of caching the results of an attack.

- In order to prevent caching of a transient validation failure (which might be the result of an attack), resolvers SHOULD track queries that result in validation failures and SHOULD only answer from the BAD cache after the number of times that responses to queries for that particular <QNAME, QTYPE, QCLASS> have failed to validate exceeds a threshold value.

Resolvers MUST NOT return RRsets from the BAD cache unless the resolver is not required to validate the signatures of the RRsets in question under the rules given in Section 4.2 of this document. See Section 3.2.2 for discussion of how the responses returned by a security-aware recursive name server interact with a BAD cache.

4.8. Synthesized CNAMEs

A validating security-aware resolver MUST treat the signature of a valid signed DNAME RR as also covering unsigned CNAME RRs that could have been synthesized from the DNAME RR, as described in [RFC2672], at least to the extent of not rejecting a response message solely because it contains such CNAME RRs. The resolver MAY retain such CNAME RRs in its cache or in the answers it hands back, but is not required to do so.

4.9. Stub Resolvers

A security-aware stub resolver MUST support the DNSSEC RR types, at least to the extent of not mishandling responses just because they contain DNSSEC RRs.
4.9.1. Handling of the DO Bit

A non-validating security-aware stub resolver MAY include the DNSSEC RRs returned by a security-aware recursive name server as part of the data that the stub resolver hands back to the application that invoked it, but is not required to do so. A non-validating stub resolver that seeks to do this will need to set the DO bit in order to receive DNSSEC RRs from the recursive name server.

A validating security-aware stub resolver MUST set the DO bit, because otherwise it will not receive the DNSSEC RRs it needs to perform signature validation.

4.9.2. Handling of the CD Bit

A non-validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD NOT set the CD bit when sending queries unless it is requested by the application layer, as by definition, a non-validating stub resolver depends on the security-aware recursive name server to perform validation on its behalf.

A validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD set the CD bit, because otherwise the security-aware recursive name server will answer the query using the name server’s local policy, which may prevent the stub resolver from receiving data that would be acceptable to the stub resolver’s local policy.

4.9.3. Handling of the AD Bit

A non-validating security-aware stub resolver MAY chose to examine the setting of the AD bit in response messages that it receives in order to determine whether the security-aware recursive name server that sent the response claims to have cryptographically verified the data in the Answer and Authority sections of the response message. Note, however, that the responses received by a security-aware stub resolver are heavily dependent on the local policy of the security-aware recursive name server. Therefore, there may be little practical value in checking the status of the AD bit, except perhaps as a debugging aid. In any case, a security-aware stub resolver MUST NOT place any reliance on signature validation allegedly performed on its behalf, except when the security-aware stub resolver obtained the data in question from a trusted security-aware recursive name server via a secure channel.

A validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD NOT examine the setting of the AD bit in response messages, as, by definition, the stub resolver performs its own signature validation regardless of the setting of the AD bit.
5. Authenticating DNS Responses

To use DNSSEC RRs for authentication, a security-aware resolver requires configured knowledge of at least one authenticated DNSKEY or DS RR. The process for obtaining and authenticating this initial trust anchor is achieved via some external mechanism. For example, a resolver could use some off-line authenticated exchange to obtain a zone’s DNSKEY RR or to obtain a DS RR that identifies and authenticates a zone’s DNSKEY RR. The remainder of this section assumes that the resolver has somehow obtained an initial set of trust anchors.

An initial DNSKEY RR can be used to authenticate a zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset. To authenticate an apex DNSKEY RRset by using an initial key, the resolver MUST:

1. verify that the initial DNSKEY RR appears in the apex DNSKEY RRset, and that the DNSKEY RR has the Zone Key Flag (DNSKEY RDATA bit 7) set; and

2. verify that there is some RRSIG RR that covers the apex DNSKEY RRset, and that the combination of the RRSIG RR and the initial DNSKEY RR authenticates the DNSKEY RRset. The process for using an RRSIG RR to authenticate an RRset is described in Section 5.3.

Once the resolver has authenticated the apex DNSKEY RRset by using an initial DNSKEY RR, delegations from that zone can be authenticated by using DS RRs. This allows a resolver to start from an initial key and use DS RRsets to proceed recursively down the DNS tree, obtaining other apex DNSKEY RRsets. If the resolver were configured with a root DNSKEY RR, and if every delegation had a DS RR associated with it, then the resolver could obtain and validate any apex DNSKEY RRset. The process of using DS RRs to authenticate referrals is described in Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 shows how the resolver can use DNSKEY RRs in the apex DNSKEY RRset and RRSIG RRs from the zone to authenticate any other RRsets in the zone once the resolver has authenticated a zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset. Section 5.4 shows how the resolver can use authenticated NSEC RRsets from the zone to prove that an RRset is not present in the zone.

When a resolver indicates support for DNSSEC (by setting the DO bit), a security-aware name server should attempt to provide the necessary DNSKEY, RRSIG, NSEC, and DS RRsets in a response (see Section 3). However, a security-aware resolver may still receive a response that lacks the appropriate DNSSEC RRs, whether due to configuration issues such as an upstream security-oblivious recursive name server that
accidentally interferes with DNSSEC RRs or due to a deliberate attack in which an adversary forges a response, strips DNSSEC RRs from a response, or modifies a query so that DNSSEC RRs appear not to be requested. The absence of DNSSEC data in a response MUST NOT by itself be taken as an indication that no authentication information exists.

A resolver SHOULD expect authentication information from signed zones. A resolver SHOULD believe that a zone is signed if the resolver has been configured with public key information for the zone, or if the zone’s parent is signed and the delegation from the parent contains a DS RRset.

5.1. Special Considerations for Islands of Security

Islands of security (see [RFC4033]) are signed zones for which it is not possible to construct an authentication chain to the zone from its parent. Validating signatures within an island of security requires that the validator have some other means of obtaining an initial authenticated zone key for the island. If a validator cannot obtain such a key, it SHOULD switch to operating as if the zones in the island of security are unsigned.

All the normal processes for validating responses apply to islands of security. The only difference between normal validation and validation within an island of security is in how the validator obtains a trust anchor for the authentication chain.

5.2. Authenticating Referrals

Once the apex DNSKEY RRset for a signed parent zone has been authenticated, DS RRsets can be used to authenticate the delegation to a signed child zone. A DS RR identifies a DNSKEY RR in the child zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset and contains a cryptographic digest of the child zone’s DNSKEY RR. Use of a strong cryptographic digest algorithm ensures that it is computationally infeasible for an adversary to generate a DNSKEY RR that matches the digest. Thus, authenticating the digest allows a resolver to authenticate the matching DNSKEY RR. The resolver can then use this child DNSKEY RR to authenticate the entire child apex DNSKEY RRset.

Given a DS RR for a delegation, the child zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset can be authenticated if all of the following hold:

- The DS RR has been authenticated using some DNSKEY RR in the parent’s apex DNSKEY RRset (see Section 5.3).
The Algorithm and Key Tag in the DS RR match the Algorithm field and the key tag of a DNSKEY RR in the child zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset, and, when the DNSKEY RR’s owner name and RDATA are hashed using the digest algorithm specified in the DS RR’s Digest Type field, the resulting digest value matches the Digest field of the DS RR.

The matching DNSKEY RR in the child zone has the Zone Flag bit set, the corresponding private key has signed the child zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset, and the resulting RRSIG RR authenticates the child zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset.

If the referral from the parent zone did not contain a DS RRset, the response should have included a signed NSEC RRset proving that no DS RRset exists for the delegated name (see Section 3.1.4). A security-aware resolver MUST query the name servers for the parent zone for the DS RRset if the referral includes neither a DS RRset nor a NSEC RRset proving that the DS RRset does not exist (see Section 4).

If the validator authenticates an NSEC RRset that proves that no DS RRset is present for this zone, then there is no authentication path leading from the parent to the child. If the resolver has an initial DNSKEY or DS RR that belongs to the child zone or to any delegation below the child zone, this initial DNSKEY or DS RR MAY be used to re-establish an authentication path. If no such initial DNSKEY or DS RR exists, the validator cannot authenticate RRsets in or below the child zone.

If the validator does not support any of the algorithms listed in an authenticated DS RRset, then the resolver has no supported authentication path leading from the parent to the child. The resolver should treat this case as it would the case of an authenticated NSEC RRset proving that no DS RRset exists, as described above.

Note that, for a signed delegation, there are two NSEC RRs associated with the delegated name. One NSEC RR resides in the parent zone and can be used to prove whether a DS RRset exists for the delegated name. The second NSEC RR resides in the child zone and identifies which RRsets are present at the apex of the child zone. The parent NSEC RR and child NSEC RR can always be distinguished because the SOA bit will be set in the child NSEC RR and clear in the parent NSEC RR. A security-aware resolver MUST use the parent NSEC RR when attempting to prove that a DS RRset does not exist.
If the resolver does not support any of the algorithms listed in an authenticated DS RRset, then the resolver will not be able to verify the authentication path to the child zone. In this case, the resolver SHOULD treat the child zone as if it were unsigned.

5.3. Authenticating an RRset with an RRSIG RR

A validator can use an RRSIG RR and its corresponding DNSKEY RR to attempt to authenticate RRsets. The validator first checks the RRSIG RR to verify that it covers the RRset, has a valid time interval, and identifies a valid DNSKEY RR. The validator then constructs the canonical form of the signed data by appending the RRSIG RDATA (excluding the Signature Field) with the canonical form of the covered RRset. Finally, the validator uses the public key and signature to authenticate the signed data. Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3 describe each step in detail.

5.3.1. Checking the RRSIG RR Validity

A security-aware resolver can use an RRSIG RR to authenticate an RRset if all of the following conditions hold:

- The RRSIG RR and the RRset MUST have the same owner name and the same class.
- The RRSIG RR’s Signer’s Name field MUST be the name of the zone that contains the RRset.
- The RRSIG RR’s Type Covered field MUST equal the RRset’s type.
- The number of labels in the RRset owner name MUST be greater than or equal to the value in the RRSIG RR’s Labels field.
- The validator’s notion of the current time MUST be less than or equal to the time listed in the RRSIG RR’s Expiration field.
- The validator’s notion of the current time MUST be greater than or equal to the time listed in the RRSIG RR’s Inception field.
- The RRSIG RR’s Signer’s Name, Algorithm, and Key Tag fields MUST match the owner name, algorithm, and key tag for some DNSKEY RR in the zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset.
- The matching DNSKEY RR MUST be present in the zone’s apex DNSKEY RRset, and MUST have the Zone Flag bit (DNSKEY RDATA Flag bit 7) set.
It is possible for more than one DNSKEY RR to match the conditions above. In this case, the validator cannot predetermine which DNSKEY RR to use to authenticate the signature, and it MUST try each matching DNSKEY RR until either the signature is validated or the validator has run out of matching public keys to try.

Note that this authentication process is only meaningful if the validator authenticates the DNSKEY RR before using it to validate signatures. The matching DNSKEY RR is considered to be authentic if:

- the apex DNSKEY RRset containing the DNSKEY RR is considered authentic; or
- the RRset covered by the RRSIG RR is the apex DNSKEY RRset itself, and the DNSKEY RR either matches an authenticated DS RR from the parent zone or matches a trust anchor.

5.3.2. Reconstructing the Signed Data

Once the RRSIG RR has met the validity requirements described in Section 5.3.1, the validator has to reconstruct the original signed data. The original signed data includes RRSIG RDATA (excluding the Signature field) and the canonical form of the RRset. Aside from being ordered, the canonical form of the RRset might also differ from the received RRset due to DNS name compression, decremented TTLs, or wildcard expansion. The validator should use the following to reconstruct the original signed data:

\[
\text{signed_data} = \text{RRSIG_RDATA} \mid \text{RR(1)} \mid \text{RR(2)} \ldots \quad \text{where}
\]

"|" denotes concatenation

RRSIG_RDATA is the wire format of the RRSIG RDATA fields with the Signature field excluded and the Signer’s Name in canonical form.

RR(i) = name | type | class | OrigTTL | RDATA length | RDATA

name is calculated according to the function below

class is the RRset’s class

type is the RRset type and all RRs in the class

OrigTTL is the value from the RRSIG Original TTL field

All names in the RDATA field are in canonical form.
The set of all RR(i) is sorted into canonical order.

To calculate the name:

let rrsig_labels = the value of the RRSIG Labels field

let fqdn = RRset’s fully qualified domain name in canonical form

let fqdn_labels = Label count of the fqdn above.

if rrsig_labels = fqdn_labels,
    name = fqdn

if rrsig_labels < fqdn_labels,
    name = "*." | the rightmost rrsig_label labels of the fqdn

if rrsig_labels > fqdn_labels
    the RRSIG RR did not pass the necessary validation checks and MUST NOT be used to authenticate this RRset.

The canonical forms for names and RRsets are defined in [RFC4034].

NSEC RRsets at a delegation boundary require special processing. There are two distinct NSEC RRsets associated with a signed delegated name. One NSEC RRset resides in the parent zone, and specifies which RRsets are present at the parent zone. The second NSEC RRset resides at the child zone and identifies which RRsets are present at the apex in the child zone. The parent NSEC RRset and child NSEC RRset can always be distinguished as only a child NSEC RR will indicate that an SOA RRset exists at the name. When reconstructing the original NSEC RRset for the delegation from the parent zone, the NSEC RRs MUST NOT be combined with NSEC RRs from the child zone. When reconstructing the original NSEC RRset for the apex of the child zone, the NSEC RRs MUST NOT be combined with NSEC RRs from the parent zone.

Note that each of the two NSEC RRsets at a delegation point has a corresponding RRSIG RR with an owner name matching the delegated name, and each of these RRSIG RRs is authoritative data associated with the same zone that contains the corresponding NSEC RRset. If necessary, a resolver can tell these RRSIG RRs apart by checking the Signer’s Name field.
5.3.3. Checking the Signature

Once the resolver has validated the RRSIG RR as described in Section 5.3.1 and reconstructed the original signed data as described in Section 5.3.2, the validator can attempt to use the cryptographic signature to authenticate the signed data, and thus (finally!) authenticate the RRset.

The Algorithm field in the RRSIG RR identifies the cryptographic algorithm used to generate the signature. The signature itself is contained in the Signature field of the RRSIG RDATA, and the public key used to verify the signature is contained in the Public Key field of the matching DNSKEY RR(s) (found in Section 5.3.1). [RFC4034] provides a list of algorithm types and provides pointers to the documents that define each algorithm’s use.

Note that it is possible for more than one DNSKEY RR to match the conditions in Section 5.3.1. In this case, the validator can only determine which DNSKEY RR is correct by trying each matching public key until the validator either succeeds in validating the signature or runs out of keys to try.

If the Labels field of the RRSIG RR is not equal to the number of labels in the RRset’s fully qualified owner name, then the RRset is either invalid or the result of wildcard expansion. The resolver MUST verify that wildcard expansion was applied properly before considering the RRset to be authentic. Section 5.3.4 describes how to determine whether a wildcard was applied properly.

If other RRSIG RRs also cover this RRset, the local resolver security policy determines whether the resolver also has to test these RRSIG RRs and how to resolve conflicts if these RRSIG RRs lead to differing results.

If the resolver accepts the RRset as authentic, the validator MUST set the TTL of the RRSIG RR and each RR in the authenticated RRset to a value no greater than the minimum of:

- the RRset’s TTL as received in the response;
- the RRSIG RR’s TTL as received in the response;
- the value in the RRSIG RR’s Original TTL field; and
- the difference of the RRSIG RR’s Signature Expiration time and the current time.
5.3.4. Authenticallya Wildcard Expanded RRset Positive Response

If the number of labels in an RRset’s owner name is greater than the Labels field of the covering RRSIG RR, then the RRset and its covering RRSIG RR were created as a result of wildcard expansion. Once the validator has verified the signature, as described in Section 5.3, it must take additional steps to verify the non-existence of an exact match or closer wildcard match for the query. Section 5.4 discusses these steps.

Note that the response received by the resolver should include all NSEC RRs needed to authenticate the response (see Section 3.1.3).

5.4. Authenticated Denial of Existence

A resolver can use authenticated NSEC RRs to prove that an RRset is not present in a signed zone. Security-aware name servers should automatically include any necessary NSEC RRs for signed zones in their responses to security-aware resolvers.

Denial of existence is determined by the following rules:

- If the requested RR name matches the owner name of an authenticated NSEC RR, then the NSEC RR’s type bit map field lists all RR types present at that owner name, and a resolver can prove that the requested RR type does not exist by checking for the RR type in the bit map. If the number of labels in an authenticated NSEC RR’s owner name equals the Labels field of the covering RRSIG RR, then the existence of the NSEC RR proves that wildcard expansion could not have been used to match the request.

- If the requested RR name would appear after an authenticated NSEC RR’s owner name and before the name listed in that NSEC RR’s Next Domain Name field according to the canonical DNS name order defined in [RFC4034], then no RRsets with the requested name exist in the zone. However, it is possible that a wildcard could be used to match the requested RR owner name and type, so proving that the requested RRset does not exist also requires proving that no possible wildcard RRset exists that could have been used to generate a positive response.

In addition, security-aware resolvers MUST authenticate the NSEC RRsets that comprise the non-existence proof as described in Section 5.3.

To prove the non-existence of an RRset, the resolver must be able to verify both that the queried RRset does not exist and that no relevant wildcard RRset exists. Proving this may require more than
one NSEC RRset from the zone. If the complete set of necessary NSEC RRsets is not present in a response (perhaps due to message truncation), then a security-aware resolver MUST resend the query in order to attempt to obtain the full collection of NSEC RRsets necessary to verify the non-existence of the requested RRset. As with all DNS operations, however, the resolver MUST bound the work it puts into answering any particular query.

Since a validated NSEC RR proves the existence of both itself and its corresponding RRSIG RR, a validator MUST ignore the settings of the NSEC and RRSIG bits in an NSEC RR.

5.5. Resolver Behavior When Signatures Do Not Validate

If for whatever reason none of the RRSIGs can be validated, the response SHOULD be considered BAD. If the validation was being done to service a recursive query, the name server MUST return RCODE 2 to the originating client. However, it MUST return the full response if and only if the original query had the CD bit set. Also see Section 4.7 on caching responses that do not validate.

5.6. Authentication Example

Appendix C shows an example of the authentication process.

6. IANA Considerations

[RFC4034] contains a review of the IANA considerations introduced by DNSSEC. The following are additional IANA considerations discussed in this document:

[RFC2535] reserved the CD and AD bits in the message header. The meaning of the AD bit was redefined in [RFC3655], and the meaning of both the CD and AD bit are restated in this document. No new bits in the DNS message header are defined in this document.

[RFC2671] introduced EDNS, and [RFC3225] reserved the DNSSEC OK bit and defined its use. The use is restated but not altered in this document.

7. Security Considerations

This document describes how the DNS security extensions use public key cryptography to sign and authenticate DNS resource record sets. Please see [RFC4033] for terminology and general security considerations related to DNSSEC; see [RFC4034] for considerations specific to the DNSSEC resource record types.
An active attacker who can set the CD bit in a DNS query message or the AD bit in a DNS response message can use these bits to defeat the protection that DNSSEC attempts to provide to security-oblivious recursive-mode resolvers. For this reason, use of these control bits by a security-aware recursive-mode resolver requires a secure channel. See Sections 3.2.2 and 4.9 for further discussion.

The protocol described in this document attempts to extend the benefits of DNSSEC to security-oblivious stub resolvers. However, as recovery from validation failures is likely to be specific to particular applications, the facilities that DNSSEC provides for stub resolvers may prove inadequate. Operators of security-aware recursive name servers will have to pay close attention to the behavior of the applications that use their services when choosing a local validation policy; failure to do so could easily result in the recursive name server accidentally denying service to the clients it is intended to support.
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Appendix A. Signed Zone Example

The following example shows a (small) complete signed zone.

```
example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. ( 
               1081539377 
               3600 
               300 
               3600000 
               3600 
               )
3600 RRSIG SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 
               20040409183619 38519 example. 
               ONk36rcjaxYtcNqg6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h7S5jaHCqhbe67Sr6aH2xDUGcqGwu/n0UVzrf 
               vkg09e0barzoGwDKcuhwlM6eNB5SiX2K74I5WDA7S/Un/ibtDq4Ay8NNMLQLI7dw7n4p8/rjkB 
               jV7j86HyqgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
3600 NS     ns1.example. 
3600 NS     ns2.example. 
3600 RRSIG NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 
               20040409183619 38519 example. 
               gil3F00f2UOR+SwiXXLHwsMY+qStYy5k6zfdEuiwWc+wdlfmbNCyqI0Tk71HTX6U0xc8AgNf 
               4ISFve8xqF4q+o9qlnqIzmppU3LiNeKT4FZ8 
               RO5urFDvoMRTbQxw3U0hXWuggE4g32psHv48 
               0HjMeRaZB/FRPGfJPaajngcq6Kwg= )
3600 MX     1 xx.example. 
3600 RRSIG MX 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 
               20040409183619 38519 example. 
               HyDHYVT5KHS27HtO/vypumPmSZqcrOP3tzWB 
               2qaKKKHVpfau/DgLs/IKENkYQGL95G4N+NzE 
               VyNU8dcTockT+ChPcGevJgqU7a3ao92/ZkU0 
               6gmwUW4b89rr1PuxW4jzUxj66PtwoVtUUi/IM 
               W60Iuskd1Eqt7a0kykgkg+PEDxdI= )
3600 NSEC   a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY 
3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 
               20040409183619 38519 example. 
               O0k558jHhyrcC97ISHnisl4kLMW48C7U7cBm 
               FTfheke5iVqNRVTB1S1LMppbDIC9hcrwy00V 
               Z9ME5xPzUehbGnHd5sfszFVegx5Nyyq4tW 
               SDBgIBIQLQVU1ivy29vhXy7WgR62dPr20PWvm 
               jFFJ5arXf4nPx/kEowGgBZRY/U= )
3600 DNSKEY 256 3 5 ( 
               AQ0y1b2ZVypPqgh4j7EJoM9rI32myEx20zDBV 
               rzY/IV5CQPeXHKS4i8dANH4DX3tbH016e 
               k8EFMcGxXKciJFHyh194C+NwILQdssU1SFO 
               vBZsyl/NX6yeBtw/xN92NcrbYvgyjZ/U7PZ1 
```
ySFNsgEYvh0z2542lzMKR4Dh8uZffQ==
}

3600 DNSKEY 257 3 5
AQOeX7+baTmvpVHb2CcLn1ldMRWbuscRvHx1
LnXwDzvqptZVKp1sZMepFb8MVxhW3y/qOZh
syCjczGJ1qk8ve5iOhlnKROVLRwxGpMfzP
RLM1Gybr5lboV/1seo0Oacj3DomyB4QB5gKT
Yot/K9alk5/q8vd4jWCWDElSze0Q==
}

3600 RRSIG DNSKEY 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (2004049183619 9465 example.
ZxgauAuIj+klYoVEOS1Zfx4lfcmKzTFFhowez
xYnz99/JVQZJ33wFSQ0ojcP7VXXkaE1Xk9nYJ
XevO/7nAb088lwsMsKpSr6jWzYKwfBI/L9
hjYmyVO9m6Fj7uwM4dCP/biuV/DkgOAK9NY
NC3AHfvcCV1tp4VkDqXg7R5tTVM=)
3600 RRSIG DNSKEY 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (2004049183619 38519 example.
eGL0s90glUqcemloco/2y+bSzyEjkVQVOVidD9Z
DNHzLz/Yn9CQZ1DRVJfFACQDAUhxpO/p34ri
bKbpsRxosczFrKq50sa0bzMOFXCuUp9qHAp
eF1ku28Vqfr8Nt7cigZLXjK+u0Wa/4lIRjKk
7z50XogYVaFZhK11Dt3HRxHIZM=
)

a.example. 3600 IN NS ns1.a.example.
3600 IN NS ns2.a.example.
3600 DS 57855 5 1 (B6CDC48519ADC18E5F3D48A2331627FDD3
636B)

3600 RRSIG DS 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (2004049183619 38519 example.
cOlYgqJLqlRqmBQ3iap2SyIsK4OSaqpKSoBa
U9FQ5SMAP2mHf3aqLflkrkXRxVgqtTSKkG2
039/cRUS6Jk/25+fi7Xr5oVJsb01gq4zsB3I
BBdjyGDAHE0F5OJ8j78996vJupdm1fbH481g
sdk0W6zYqtzZ3os8N0BBkEx+2G4=)

ns1.a.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.5
ns2.a.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.6
ai.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.9
3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (2004049183619 38519 example.)
3600 HINFO "KLH-10" "ITS"

3600 RRSIG HINFO 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. 
Ig/RGCbBdKzcYzlGE4ovbr5YcB+ezxbZ9W0l 
e/7WqyvhO09J16hxhL7VY/1KmTUYDGdch 
ZECKxf41EykJF9NPokl/R/fWrztNp8jobuY7 
A2EcZadplWdDF3jc2/ndCa5XZhLKD3Jx0sBw 
FvL8sglS5QS6FY/ijFEDn14RkZA= )

3600 AAAA 2001:db8::f00:baa9

3600 RRSIG AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. 
nLcpFuXtd35AcE+OaafOUk169KB+/e56XmFK 
keWXG2IadYLYAOBIoR5+VoqV3xGtcof7JNh 
1rnF6Eav2zpZB3byI6yco2bwYW8MKr47C7L9T 
cMmDwV/hWFKsbgBSj8xSCN/calEL2CYW/5XP2 
sZM6qjBBmukH30+w1z3h8UP2o= )

3600 NSEC b.example. A HINFO AAAA RRSIG NSEC

3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. 
QoshyPevLcj/xcRPeEtMftluoIrrcieVcc9pG 
CScIn5Glrib40T6ayVoilXwDSTZ/8ISXGj4p 
P8Sh0P1A6olZQ84L453/BUq8B8pdOGky4hsN 
3AGcLEv1Gr0QMvIrQaFcjz0ECFnyBm+wFPL 
Ahs+jOYfdI/79QtyTI0SaDwcg8U=)

b.example. 3600 NS ns1.b.example.

3600 IN NS ns2.b.example.

3600 NSEC ns1.example. NS RRSIG NSEC

3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. 
GNuxHn844wfmUhPgWJKJCPY5ttEX/RfjDoOx 
9ueKI1PtYkOWKODiOJ/PJKCYB3hXY+858dDWS 
xb2qngV/lSTCNVBk66wOpysY97MV15VQEWs 
0lm9tFqjcpctQkmQKYPtwUnCShwvcc16IxZ 
vhrRXqW70uFX1doCG6TfVFM9x9E=)

ns1.b.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.7

ns2.b.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.8

ns1.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.1

3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. 
F1CSHv1c5s10cZU09GyIVFKJy5yRQQ3qVet 
5pGhp82pzhAOMZ3K2ZJnmK4c+iJUeFp/ct06 
im5FvHtbFisdjyPq84bhlTv8vtx5ABlWNB+ 
iAqVFvdgW4sFC6oADb1hK8QNauw9VePFJk
v/iVXSYC0b7mPSU+E0lknFpVECs= )

3600 NSEC  ns2.example. A RRSIG NSEC

3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
I4hj+Kt6+8rCcHcUdo1ksZS+Wzrrl9h3fHas8 
lrGN/eIldJHN7JpV6L6Gp1h/8fIBkfvdyWnB 
jjm1q307JjgYO1uD17FvBNWqaaEPjK3uKddBq 
ZIAI8qr2XHkjq38BeQspb8X0+6h4ETWSGT8 
IZAIoBLryfQWGlwY6Y8dqhlnxJM= )

ns2.example. 3600 IN A  
192.0.2.2

3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
V7cQRwJr+knlaLlz/psxlS1PcD37JDaCMq 
Qo6/u1qFQux6+wuDHRH22Ap9u1JPQjFwMKou 
yfPGPQC8KzGdE3vt5snFEAoE1Vn3mQutu7SO 
6amIjiler1kXj/zyJ4nGmdRlC/3cM3ipXHwNTkq 
rdhx8Zf0yy40bIrvzBFLLis8BO= )

3600 NSEC  *.w.example. A RRSIG NSEC

3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
N0qxzHvaJf5NRwr1rE9uxS1ltb2L737qB9bKE 
VyaISkqzGpP3jYJKZJPTtq4UV6seT3CgeHvB 
3QbeJ5dfb2V9NCXj/OvF/LBxPPFWhlWznghH 
l+bQAgAcMsLu/nLI3nDiy/JSQjAcld2NDl4bw 
Ymz28Etgip0a90qmpF08rMBqslJw= )

*.w.example. 3600 IN MX  
1 ai.example.

3600 RRSIG  MX 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
OMK8rAz1eplfzLWW75Dxd63jy2wswESzxDKG2 
f9AMN1CytCd10cYISAxAdvXZ7xujKATpbc 
tvQQs0f07A2Jz+d01EeeqTVPBpf4/6KCWnq2e2X 
TjnkVIbNvhnc0u28aoSSG0+41nvkkONhKxw 
4kX18MMR34l81C36SR5x8nI85HI= )

3600 NSEC  x.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC

3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
r/mZnRC31/VICreg1IcteSxDhts1TDt8ng9 
HSB1AB01LxQtfqTnn8f+aowJIAFe1E5rvU 
5cVhQJNP5XpmM6JHfys8tVvfxSAXxfapYqtx 
91gsmvC8/V9/bZAĞ55CefP9cm4Z9Y9NT9XQ8 
s1inQ2UoIv6tJEaaKkP701j8OLA= )

x.w.example. 3600 IN MX  
1 xx.example.

3600 RRSIG  MX 5 3 20040509183619 (  
20040409183619 38519 example.  
I12W7Z+Kbv+OytBx4lItNW5mjB4RCwhO08Y1 
XzpPHz2mZjUTVYL7LaA63f6T9ysVBzJRI3KRjAP 
H3U1qaYnDoN1DrWqmi9RJe4F0obKbcm7F3I 
KX70ePCFgRzl1Yq+bVVXCVGuaA4xLAvJ3/WY1
3600 NSEC  x.y.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 3 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
aRbpHftxggzgMXdDylm9SsADqMZovZL2QWK
vw8JoZtZEUQNBtYH5Qfnf5IN1fQh/sP450UA7A4E
mcWN9PUAldcpFY6VearamlZ1Cr1kkVctvbaI
NJJuBba/VMh+pebTbKcAPIvL9tB0ch+tolh6e
IjgiM8FXkBQtxPq37wdRALKyn7Q= )
x.y.w.example. 3600 IN MX 1 xx.example.
3600 RRSIG  MX 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
k2bJHbwP5LH5qN4is39UiPzjAWYmJA38Hhia
t719t7nxB/e0FPnvDSQxzcK7UL+zrVA+3MDj
q1ub4q3S2gblMgcxxIW3Va//LVrxFp6Xupq
GtOB9prkK54QE1/qZTXfMqPw48OY0Vxhnbv
+gpXnMZ2nHiJ326nb/TOM0mrgNMQEQ= )
xx.example. 3600 NSEC  Xx.example. RRSIG NSEC
3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
Ov6E6Uqznziie.JvckPVxwabCayXy6ef8cr6Csp
ArVSTzKSmqNwbezdZkmU7E34o51mb6C0SSSsp
gxw09kKUNFhCcQ/1LzY2qRomubrNQHjTiDTX
a0ArunJQCzFjOyQ5t0SLj6mp6McJJi1AP5Vr
QoKqJDClnoAlcFOPKAm/jJkn3jk= )
xx.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.10
3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
kBF4YxMGWFOD8r0cztL+2fWWOVvNIU/GYspY
7SoKoNQf49zKyk+weWG1KLIUM+wE1zjVTPXoa
0Z6WGOoZp46rkl1EzMcMgoaeUzzAzJ2bMq+Y
VdxGi91K1y2kYGY9Agb7OGPoAgbJy9EPUlx
kBDvD6GPSZZvUsnZ609mgdzHV4= )
3600 HINFO  **KLH-10** "TOPS-20"
3600 RRSIG  HINFO 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
GY2PLXsmHkhWfFdggiox8+chwPeMNJLkML0
t+t/U/XSXSUsoUD91KNDNUKTDWamwcF8oFrJhq
BcP2EqrFv+15v5c0GuvSF7U5epeFVTC+wWF8
3yCUEuW8Yk1hLWv8k8q15Ykh0ITQy8/wI+
RgNvUvbieoFSeuV2pNlkgo0gyXNY= )
3600 AAAA  2001:db8::f00:baaa
3600 RRSIG  AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
Zj0yodDxcBlnoIwDsouKo5WQiAK24DsG9C
aGaxDFikKq0bUj2jilYQHgF2p0FR4hTzd4z
ulyQkuss2QHVRpUTMS22knudCIwF4LWPvs
U4zeA+rDz9stSBP/4PeH/x2IoAYnctxd/
The apex DNSKEY set includes two DNSKEY RRs, and the DNSKEY RDATA Flags indicate that each of these DNSKEY RRs is a zone key. One of these DNSKEY RRs also has the SEP flag set and has been used to sign the apex DNSKEY RRset; this is the key that should be hashed to generate a DS record to be inserted into the parent zone. The other DNSKEY is used to sign all the other RRsets in the zone.

The zone includes a wildcard entry, "*.w.example". Note that the name "*.w.example" is used in constructing NSEC chains, and that the RRSIG covering the "*.w.example" MX RRset has a label count of 2.

The zone also includes two delegations. The delegation to "b.example" includes an NS RRset, glue address records, and an NSEC RR; note that only the NSEC RRset is signed. The delegation to "a.example" provides a DS RR; note that only the NSEC and DS RRsets are signed.

Appendix B. Example Responses

The examples in this section show response messages using the signed zone example in Appendix A.

B.1. Answer

A successful query to an authoritative server.

;;;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
;;;; Question x.w.example. IN MX
;;;; Answer x.w.example. 3600 IN MX 1 xx.example.
x.w.example. 3600 RRSIG MX 5 3 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example.
ZFWUin6Avc8bmGl5GFjD3BwT530DUZKHNuoyY 9AB1gXYyrxu+pqgFiRVby2RQvVB5pccEOT3k mvHgEa/HzbDB4PIYY79W+VHrgOxzdQGCZzi asXrpSGOWwSOElghPnMIi8x57qtCntr382W GghLahumFIPg4MO3LS/prgzVVWo= )
kx70ePCoFgRz1Yq+bVVXCVguAU4xAIv3W/Y1
jNSlwZ22mSWKHfxFQxFtLj8s32+k= )

;;;; Authority
example. 3600 NS ns1.example.
exmpl. 3600 NS ns2.example.
exmpl. 3600 RRSIG NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 {
20040409183619 38519 example.
gl13f00f2U0rSwiXXLHswsMY+qStYy5k6zd
EuivWc+wd1fmbNCyq10Tk71HTX6UOxc8AgNf
41SFrve8XqFq4q+0q1nqIzmpU3LiNeKT4FZ8
RO5urF0voMRTbQxW3UohXWuggE4g32psHv48
0HjMeRa2Z/FRPGjFpajngcq6Kgw= }

;;;; Additional
xx.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.10
xx.example. 3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
20040409183619 38519 example.
kBF4YxMGWF0D8r0cztL+2fWovoN1U/GysyYP
7SoKnNQ4zfZyk+kweWGlKLIUM+uElzjVTPXoa
0Z5WGOo2p46rk11EzMcdoeUzzAsJ2BMq+Y
Vdxg9IK1y2kYGY9AbTOGpAgbJy9EPULsx
kbIDV6GPS2VusnZU6OMgdzHv4= }
xx.example. 3600 AAAA 2001:db8::f00:baaa
xx.example. 3600 RRSIG AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
20040409183619 38519 example.
Zzj0yodDxcBlnnDsuKo5WqiaK24D1kgS
cGaXDF1kgKobuj2j1yQHyPfn2poFR1etZd4z
ulyQkssszQHrVrPtmS22knudCiwP4LwPTr
U4zfeA+rDz9stSBP/4PekH/xZ1oAYYwctd/
xS9cL2Qg7FChw16mzlKH6/vsfs= }
nsl.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.1
ns1.example. 3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
20040409183619 38519 example.
F1C9HvIcs10czU0W95yIFkK7y5rQQ3qVet
5pGhp82pzhaOMZK3K22Jnnk4c+IjHeFp/to06
im5FVpHtbFisdjyPq84bhTv8rxt5Ab1wNB+
+iAqvIvdgW4sFNC6oAb1hK80Naw89EuPjHrK
v/iYXSYC0b7MPSU+EO1knFpVECs= }
nsl.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.2
ns2.example. 3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
20040409183619 38519 example.
V7cQRw1TR+knaLaLz/psxlS1PcD37JJDaCMq
Qo6/ulqF0u6x+wuDHRH22Ap9ulJPQjFwMKoU
yfPGQPC8KzGdeE3vt5snFEOeElV3nMqttu7S0
6am1jk13Kj/jyJ4nGmdRIc/3cM3iFhNTKq
rdhx8S20yy40bIRzIzvBFliS8bo= }
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B.2. Name Error

An authoritative name error. The NSEC RRs prove that the name does not exist and that no covering wildcard exists.

;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=3
;;
;; Question
ml.example.       IN A

;; Answer
;; (empty)

;; Authority
example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (1081539377 3600 300 3600000 3600 )
example.       3600 RRSIG SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUgcqQWu/n0UVzrFvkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuw1M6eNB5S1X2K74l5LWDATA/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkBjV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V0lb0I= )
b.example.     3600 NSEC ns1.example. NS RRSIG NSEC

example.       3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. GNuxHn84wfwUrHbgsJKCyP56ttEX/RfjDoOx9ueKlPtYkoWKOodiJ/PJKCBY3h3hYX+858ddWSxb2qnVLSTCNVBnmk6owOpysY97MVj5QVEWs0lm9tFqojcptQkmQKYPuPrwUnCSNhvc1SF1xZvhrXqWT70uFXldoCG6TfVFMs9xe= )
b.example.     3600 RRSIG NS RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY

example.       3600 NSEC a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY
example.       3600 RRSIG DNSKEY 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example. O0k558jHHyrc97ISHnis1m4kLMW48C7U7cBmFTfhke5iVqNVIRBlSTLMPgpDIC9hcryo00VZ9ME5xPzUHhbgNnHd5sfzgFVeGxr5Nyyq4tWSDBgiBILUv1ivy29vhXy7w8R62dPrZ0PWvmjfFJ5arXf4nPxp/KEowGgBRzy/Ur= )

;; Additional
;; (empty)
B.3. No Data Error

A "no data" response. The NSEC RR proves that the name exists and that the requested RR type does not.

;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
;;
;; Question
ns1.example. IN MX

;; Answer
;; (empty)

;; Authority
example. 3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (1081539377 3600 300 3600000 3600)
example. 3600 RRSIG SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB55iX2K74l51W
DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQ17 Dw7n4p8/rjkB
jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b01= )
ns1.example. 3600 NSEC ns2.example. A RRSIG NSEC
ns1.example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.
I4hj+Kt6+8rCChCUDolks2S+Wzri9h3fHas8
lrgN/eILdJHN7JpV61LGP1h/8fIBkfvdyNnB
jjf1q307JgYO1UdI7FvBNQaaEPJK3UkddBq
ZIaL180r2XHkjyq38BeQsbrp8X0+6h4ETWSGT8
IZaIGBLryQWGw6Y6X8dqlnxFJ= )

;; Additional
;; (empty)

B.4. Referral to Signed Zone

Referral to a signed zone. The DS RR contains the data which the resolver will need to validate the corresponding DNSKEY RR in the child zone’s apex.

;; Header: QR DO RCODE=0
;;
RFC 4035          DNSSEC Protocol Modifications            March 2005

;; Question
mc.a.example.       IN MX

;; Answer
;; (empty)

;; Authority
a.example. 3600 IN NS ns1.a.example.
a.example. 3600 IN NS ns2.a.example.
a.example. 3600 DS 57855 5 1 (B6DCD485719ADCA18E5F3D48A2331627FDD363B)
a.example. 3600 RRSIG DS 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.oXIKit/QtdG64J/CB+G18d0vnwRvqmt01AdQrRkAN15FP3iz7sB7gVTmXzCjL7XUgVCoHkdhyCuzp8W9qJHqRUSwKkczSyuL64hjJyD EML819w1Wv17Pr2VnZduM9bLyBhaaPrkX/Fm+v6ccF2EGNLrYo8kdkz+XHRo=)

;; Additional
ns1.a.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.5
ns2.a.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.6

B.5. Referral to Unsigned Zone

Referral to an unsigned zone. The NSEC RR proves that no DS RR for this delegation exists in the parent zone.

;; Header: QR DO RCODE=0
;;
;; Question
mc.b.example.       IN MX

;; Answer
;; (empty)

;; Authority
b.example. 3600 IN NS ns1.b.example.
b.example. 3600 IN NS ns2.b.example.
b.example. 3600 NSEC nsl.example. NS RRSIG NSEC
b.example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (20040409183619 38519 example.GNuxHn844wfmUhPzGWJCPY5tEX/RfjDoOx9ueKiPtYk0WK0dijJ/PJKCyB3hYX+858dDWS xb2qnV/LSTCNVBnkm6owOpysY97MVj5VQEs0lm9tFogjcp7QkmQKYPrwUnCSNwvccl5f1xZ vhRXgWT7OuFXIdoCG6TfVFMs9xe=)
B.6. Wildcard Expansion

A successful query that was answered via wildcard expansion. The label count in the answer’s RRSIG RR indicates that a wildcard RRset was expanded to produce this response, and the NSEC RR proves that no closer match exists in the zone.

;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0

;; Question
a.z.w.example. IN MX

;; Answer
a.z.w.example. 3600 IN MX 1 ai.example.
a.z.w.example. 3600 RRSIG MX 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
  20040409183619 38519 example.
  OMKrAZlpefzLWw75Dxd6jy2wswESzxDKG2
  f9AMN1CytCd10cYISAxfAdvXS27xujKAtPbc
  tvOQ2ofo7AZJ+d01EeeQTVBpq4/6KChque2X
  TjnkVlNLvnhc0u28a0SaG0+41nvkkO0knKxx
  4kX18MMR34i81C36SR5xBi8vHl= }

;; Authority
example. 3600 NS ns1.example.
example. 3600 NS ns2.example.
example. 3600 RRSIG NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 {
  20040409183619 38519 example.
  gl13F00f2U0R+SWiXXLHwsMY+qStYy5k6zfd
  EuivWc+wd1fmbNcyq10Tk71lHTX6U0xc8AgNf
  4ISFve8XF4q+=o91nqIzmppU3l1NeKT4F28
  RO5urFOvoMRTbQwx3U0hXWuggE4g32psHv48
  0HjMeRa/ZB/FRPGfJPajngc6Kw= }
x.y.w.example. 3600 NS example.
x.y.w.example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 {
  20040409183619 38519 example.
  OvE6WUzZiieJcvcFwbcAyXyP6ef8crCsp
  ArVSTzKSquNwbezZmkU7E34o51mb6CWSSSpq
  xw098kNUFnHcQf/LzY2zqRomubrNQHJTidTDX
  a0ArunJQcZpJOYq5t0SLjm6q6McJ1AP5Vr
  QoKqJDCLoNoA1c0PKAm/jJkn3jk= }

;; Additional
ai.example. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.9
ai.example. 3600 RRSIG A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 {
B.7.  Wildcard No Data Error

A "no data" response for a name covered by a wildcard. The NSEC RRs prove that the matching wildcard name does not have any RRs of the requested type and that no closer match exists in the zone.

;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0

;; Question

a.z.w.example.      IN AAAA

;; Answer

;; (empty)

;; Authority

test.example. 3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. ( 1081539377 3600 300 3600000 3600 )

test.example. 3600 RRSIG SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example.

x.y.z.w.example. 3600 NSEC xx.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
x.y.z.w.example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example.

OvE6WUzNziiieJcvKFwbcAyyP6ef8cr6Csp
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B.8. DS Child Zone No Data Error

A "no data" response for a QTYPE=DS query that was mistakenly sent to a name server for the child zone.

;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
;; Question
example.            IN DS

;; Answer
;; (empty)

;; Authority
example. 3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. ( 1081539377 3600 300 3600000 3600 )

example. 3600 RRSIG SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example. ONX0k36rcjxYtcNqw6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h 7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVrZf vkgO9ebar20GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K7415LW DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNQLQ7sw7n4p8/rjkB jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRaz8V01b0I= )

example. 3600 NSEC a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY
example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example. O0k558jHhyrC97ISHnislsm4kJMW48C7U7cBm

ArVSTzKSquNwbeZmkU7E34o51mb6CWSSSp
xw098kNUFhCqQf/LzY2zqRomubrNQhJTlDTX
a0ArunJQCzPjOYq5t0SLjm6gp6McJI1AP5Vr
QoKqJDClnoAlcPOPKAm/jJkn3jk= )

*.w.example. 3600 NSEC x.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
*.w.example. 3600 RRSIG NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 ( 20040409183619 38519 example. r/mZnRC3l/VIcrelgIcteSxDhtsd1TDt8ng9 HSBlAB01zLxQtfgTnn8f+aOwJIAFeiEe5RvU 5cVhQJNP5XpxM6JHfpys8tVvfxAxSxfahpYqtx 91gsmcV/1V9/b2AG55CefP9cM4Z9Y9NT9XQ8 s1InQ2UoIv6tJEaaKkP701j80LA= )

;; Additional
;; (empty)
Appendix C. Authentication Examples

The examples in this section show how the response messages in Appendix B are authenticated.

C.1. Authenticating an Answer

The query in Appendix B.1 returned an MX RRset for "x.w.example.com". The corresponding RRSIG indicates that the MX RRset was signed by an "example" DNSKEY with algorithm 5 and key tag 38519. The resolver needs the corresponding DNSKEY RR in order to authenticate this answer. The discussion below describes how a resolver might obtain this DNSKEY RR.

The RRSIG indicates the original TTL of the MX RRset was 3600, and, for the purpose of authentication, the current TTL is replaced by 3600. The RRSIG labels field value of 3 indicates that the answer was not the result of wildcard expansion. The "x.w.example.com" MX RRset is placed in canonical form, and, assuming the current time falls between the signature inception and expiration dates, the signature is authenticated.

C.1.1. Authenticating the Example DNSKEY RR

This example shows the logical authentication process that starts from the a configured root DNSKEY (or DS RR) and moves down the tree to authenticate the desired "example" DNSKEY RR. Note that the logical order is presented for clarity. An implementation may choose to construct the authentication as referrals are received or to construct the authentication chain only after all RRsets have been obtained, or in any other combination it sees fit. The example here demonstrates only the logical process and does not dictate any implementation rules.

We assume the resolver starts with a configured DNSKEY RR for the root zone (or a configured DS RR for the root zone). The resolver checks whether this configured DNSKEY RR is present in the root DNSKEY RRset (or whether the DS RR matches some DNSKEY in the root DNSKEY RRset), whether this DNSKEY RR has signed the root DNSKEY RRset, and whether the signature lifetime is valid. If all these
conditions are met, all keys in the DNSKEY RRset are considered authenticated. The resolver then uses one (or more) of the root DNSKEY RRs to authenticate the "example" DS RRset. Note that the resolver may have to query the root zone to obtain the root DNSKEY RRset or "example" DS RRset.

Once the DS RRset has been authenticated using the root DNSKEY, the resolver checks the "example" DNSKEY RRset for some "example" DNSKEY RR that matches one of the authenticated "example" DS RRs. If such a matching "example" DNSKEY is found, the resolver checks whether this DNSKEY RR has signed the "example" DNSKEY RRset and the signature lifetime is valid. If these conditions are met, all keys in the "example" DNSKEY RRset are considered authenticated.

Finally, the resolver checks that some DNSKEY RR in the "example" DNSKEY RRset uses algorithm 5 and has a key tag of 38519. This DNSKEY is used to authenticate the RRSIG included in the response. If multiple "example" DNSKEY RRs match this algorithm and key tag, then each DNSKEY RR is tried, and the answer is authenticated if any of the matching DNSKEY RRs validate the signature as described above.

C.2. Name Error

The query in Appendix B.2 returned NSEC RRs that prove that the requested data does not exist and no wildcard applies. The negative reply is authenticated by verifying both NSEC RRs. The NSEC RRs are authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed above.

C.3. No Data Error

The query in Appendix B.3 returned an NSEC RR that proves that the requested name exists, but the requested RR type does not exist. The negative reply is authenticated by verifying the NSEC RR. The NSEC RR is authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed above.

C.4. Referral to Signed Zone

The query in Appendix B.4 returned a referral to the signed "a.example." zone. The DS RR is authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed above. This DS RR is used to authenticate the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset.

Once the "a.example" DS RRset has been authenticated using the "example" DNSKEY, the resolver checks the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset for some "a.example" DNSKEY RR that matches the DS RR. If such a matching "a.example" DNSKEY is found, the resolver checks whether
this DNSKEY RR has signed the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset and whether the signature lifetime is valid. If all these conditions are met, all keys in the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset are considered authenticated.

C.5. Referral to Unsigned Zone

The query in Appendix B.5 returned a referral to an unsigned "b.example." zone. The NSEC proves that no authentication leads from "example" to "b.example", and the NSEC RR is authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed above.

C.6. Wildcard Expansion

The query in Appendix B.6 returned an answer that was produced as a result of wildcard expansion. The answer section contains a wildcard RRset expanded as it would be in a traditional DNS response, and the corresponding RRSIG indicates that the expanded wildcard MX RRset was signed by an "example" DNSKEY with algorithm 5 and key tag 38519. The RRSIG indicates that the original TTL of the MX RRset was 3600, and, for the purpose of authentication, the current TTL is replaced by 3600. The RRSIG labels field value of 2 indicates that the answer is the result of wildcard expansion, as the "a.z.w.example" name contains 4 labels. The name "a.z.w.w.example" is replaced by "*.w.example", the MX RRset is placed in canonical form, and, assuming that the current time falls between the signature inception and expiration dates, the signature is authenticated.

The NSEC proves that no closer match (exact or closer wildcard) could have been used to answer this query, and the NSEC RR must also be authenticated before the answer is considered valid.

C.7. Wildcard No Data Error

The query in Appendix B.7 returned NSEC RRs that prove that the requested data does not exist and no wildcard applies. The negative reply is authenticated by verifying both NSEC RRs.

C.8. DS Child Zone No Data Error

The query in Appendix B.8 returned NSEC RRs that shows the requested data was answered by a child server ("example" server). The NSEC RR indicates the presence of an SOA RR, showing that the answer is from the child. Queries for the "example" DS RRset should be sent to the parent servers ("root" servers).
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